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AGREEMENT SIGNED WITH PUBLIC RADIO BROADCASTERS IN URUGUAY 

A landmark agreement has been signed in 
Uruguay between the authorities of the 
public radio broadcasters (RNU) and the 
societies of authors (AGADU), performers 
(SUDEI) and phonogram producers (CUD). 
This agreement will allow RNU to comply with 
express provisions of the national legislation 
as regards the recognition and payment of 
performance rights to these groups of rights 
holders. CUD wishes to express its 
appreciation for the firm determination of RNU´s current authorities who—
instantly acknowledging the need to regularize payments to legitimate rights 
holders—have worked tirelessly to make this agreement a reality. 

 
IFPI ATTENDED MINISTERIAL MEETING OF ECONOMY MINISTERS OF CENTRAL 
AMERICA AND BIENNIAL MEETING OF NATIONAL COPYRIGHT OFFICES OF 
LATIN AMERICA. 
 

A Ministerial Meeting of Economy 
Ministers of Central America and the 
Dominican Republic was held in Panama 
City last July 18 through 20. The meeting 
was also attended by WIPO Director 
General Francis Gurri. IFPI Latin America 
reaffirmed the positive message of the 
recorded music industry regarding the 
collective management of rights, along 

with the need for music licensing companies to adhere to high quality standards, 
including administrative transparency and efficiency in managing their affiliates´ 
rights. 
 
IFPI also took part in the WIPO-organised Biennial Regional Meeting that was 
held in Bogotá on September 20 and 21, and that brought together the 19 
directors of the National Copyright Offices of Latin America. Our federation 
provided an overview of the global music market and highlighted the main 
challenges facing the industry, such as the value gap and the widespread access 



to unlicensed Internet websites. IFPI took the opportunity to position itself as 
the authoritative source of information on the region´s music market. 
 
 
ADRIANA RESTREPO APPOINTED CHAIR OF IFPI LATIN AMERICA & CARIBBEAN 
REGIONAL BOARD 

Adriana Restrepo, a leading figure in the 
Colombian music industry, has been 
appointed Chair of the Latin America & 
Caribbean Regional Board of IFPI. Adriana 
Restrepo is the president of CODISCOS, a 
leading independent Colombian record 
company. She has been instrumental in its 
transformation into a fully integrated 
digital business which today also provides 
services beyond the music sector, 
including the development of mobile apps 
and digital educational products. Restrepo is also the Chair of IFPI’s Colombian 
National Group (APDIF), the Chair of the Colombian Music Licensing Company 
for artists and record producers (ACINPRO) and a board member of the 
publishers’ association (ACODEM).  

 
INCREASE IN ROYALTIES TO RIGHTS HOLDERS IN BRAZIL 
 
Since August, rights holders in Brazil have begun to receive 85% of collections 
from the Central Office for Collection and Distribution (ECAD). From the 

remaining 15% of the total amount 
collected by ECAD, 5% goes to the music 
collection societies—who are responsible 
for repertoire management and 
documentation on behalf of rights 
holders—and 10% goes to ECAD for the 
administration of their operating 
expenses. This new reduction in 
administrative costs completes a 

mandatory gradual 2.5% annual cost reduction established in 2013. Back then, 
expenses accounted for 25% of rights holders royalties—a percentage which has 
now come down to 15% in 2017. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
IFPI RELEASES “CONNECTING WITH MUSIC”, A REPORT BASED ON RESEARCH 
CONDUCTED BY IPSOS CONNECT 
 
IFPI has released 'Connecting with Music', the 2017 Music Consumer Insight 
Report. Based on research conducted by Ipsos Connect, the report examines the 
ways in which fans are engaging with recorded 
music across 13 of the world's leading music 
markets. Report highlights, fans worldwide are 
increasingly engaged with audio streaming. 
 
Globally, 45% are listening through a licensed 
audio streaming service (up from 37% in 2016). 
90% of paid audio streamers listen to music 
using a smartphone. Young fans remain highly 
engaged with music despite an abundance of 
competing media: 13–15-year-olds are highly 
engaged with music, with 85% using streaming 
services. 
 
The 'Value Gap' persists: User upload video 
services, such as YouTube, account for the majority of on-demand streaming 
time yet do not return fair value to the music community. 85% of YouTube 
visitors use the site for music each month and 76% of YouTube visitors use it for 
music already known to them. 
 
Copyright infringement remains a significant issue: 40% of consumers access 
unlicensed music. 
 
 
GOLD, PLATINUM AND DIAMOND CERTIFICATION PROGRAMMES UPDATED 
TO INCLUDE STREAMING AS A MEASURE OF MUSIC POPULARITY 
 
IFPI National Groups in Latin America have been updating their certification 

programmes to include audio streaming data 
in their certifications for recorded music 
releases. The traditional gold, platinum and 
diamond certifications have gradually come to 
integrate streaming plays to reflect the 
region´s largest form of access to music. 
 
IFPI National Groups in Argentina (CAPIF), 

Brazil (PROMUSICA), Central America (FONOTICA), Chile (PROFOVI), and Mexico 
(AMPROFON) have already defined the amount of streams that will count 



towards obtaining the national certifications. Colombia (APDIF) will soon follow 
suit.  


